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ABSTRACT 
Grain boundary segregation can have many different effects 
on the properties of material.  In some cases, in which it causes 
corrosion cracking and temper embrittlcment, the effects are very 
detrimental.  For this reason, the study of this phenomenon is 
important in alloy systems. 
Only a few years ago, Augor Electron Spcctroscopy (AES) was 
the .major technique to directly detect the measure grain boundary 
segregation.  Recently, Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy 
(STEM) with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spcctroscopy (EDS) has been 
used to study segregation.  This technique has certain advantages 
over AES in that no fracturing of the specimen is necessary and 
the grain boundary structure can be observed simultaneous with the 
x-ray analysis. 
The object of this thesis was to study the effect of time, 
temperature and grain boundary characteristics on the equilibrium 
segregation of bismuth to grain boundaries in copper using Analyti- 
cal Electron Microscopy.  Due to the nature of such a study the 
minimum detectability limit for the Analytical Electron Microscope 
was to be determined.  Copper-Manganese alloys were used for this 
study.  Bismuth segregates strongly in copper and causes extremely 
brittle behavior.  This system has been studied using AES and by 
indirect techniques. The copper-bismuth system was used for the 
study of grain boundary segregation. 
The detectability limit of manganese in copper was found 
to be about .1 wt*.  The segregation of bismuth in copper was 
detected by the analytical electron microscope and was found 
to increase with decreasing temperature. 
Certain special types of grain boundaries were also studied. 
Twin boundaries were found to have no detectable segregation 
associated with them.  Certain coincident site lattice boundaries 
had lowered amounts of segregation as compared to average high 
angle boundaries.  Faceted boundaries were studied and different 
facets contained nearly the same concentration of bismuth. The 
amount of bismuth was quite low, however lower than the average 
grain boundary which is consistent with theories resulting from 
previous studies. 
BACKGROUND 
Grain boundary embrittlement of metals is a major problem. 
The embrittlement has been attributed to intergranular segregation 
of impurities to the grain boundaries. Many other material 
properties and phenomena are thought to be related to grain boundary 
segregation.  Examples of this are: temper embrittlement (W°°d- 
fine 1953, Scah 1977, Guttman 1980), intergranular stress corrosion, 
cracking (Lea, Scah and Hondros 1980), and wold reheat cracking 
(Hondros and Seah 1977). Also, grain boundary segregation may 
have an effect on precipitate growth, grain boundary diffusion 
intergranular corrosion and surface corrosion and oxidation 
(Hondros and Seah 1977). 
Grain boundary segregation can arise from non-equilibrium 
conditions such as diffusion of point defect-solute atom pairs 
to the boundary or preferential diffusion of solute atoms along 
the boundary (Westbrook 1964). This type of segregation, 
termed non-equilibrium segregation, usually results in the 
segregated region extending to distances of microns from the 
grain boundary and is apparently due to the dragging of solute 
atoms by a flax of vacancies moving toward the grain boundary 
(Westbook 1964). Non-equilibrium segregation will not be 
considered in this thesis. 
This thesis will deal exclusively with reversible equilibrium 
segregation to grain boundaries.  Local compositional changes 
at or near grain boundaries may exist in equilibrium with 
the matrix. The grain boundary enrichment is defined only by 
the system at equilibrium and not its history. The enrichment 
levels may be reproduced by re-establishing the same conditions, 
thus the enrichment is termed reversible (Hondros and Scah 1977). 
Local segregation to grain boundaries does not usually result 
in detectable changes in microstructure (Doig and Flcwitt 1977). 
The reversibility of the segregation has been shown to occur 
in temper embrittlcmcnt of steels (McMahon 1968) and alloys of 
copper-antimony, copper-bismuth and copper-arsenic (Blazey 1927, 1931) 
The study of equilibrium grain boundary segregation is 
a special problem because of the very narrow range of distribution 
of the segregation species about the grain boundary. The width 
of the segregated layer has been studied using sputtering 
techniques and Auger Electron Microscopy (AES) (Joshi and 
Stein 1971, Powell and Mykura 1973, Chadwick and Smith 1976). 
This involves the monitoring of the bismuth peak in the Auger 
spectrum while simultaneously sputtering away the segregated 
layer.  If the sputtering rate is accurately calibrated, the 
width of the segregated layer may be determined.  In most studies 
it is one to five atom diameters. Scanning Transmission Electron 
Microscopy (STEM) with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) 
has shown that equilibrium segregation of bismuth in copper is 
also limited to a region within 50 nm of the grain boundary 
(Baumann and Williams 1981). 
Techniques of Measuring Segregation 
For the study of equilibrium grain boundary segregation, 
the ideal technique should have the following characteristics, 
i. a high spatial and depth resolution 
ii.  the ability to detect any element 
iii.  the ability to measure the quantities present 
at a grain boundary 
iv.  the ability to determine the chemical binding of 
the segregant 
v.  the capabilities of operating on non-exposed grain 
boundaries (Hondros and Seah 1977). 
In the past, indirect techniques were used to study grain 
boundary segregation. The major disadvantages of these techniques 
is that they all require an a priori knowledge of the segregating 
element as these techniques cannot distinguish the species that 
is segregating.  The indirect techniques rely on the measurement 
of the result of segregation.  Usually these techniques are 
only qualitative in nature, except for those based on the measure- 
ment of grain boundary energy. 
Some of the indirect techniques are metallographic effects, 
microhardness measurements, kinetic effects, x-ray lattice parameter 
measurements, electrical properties (Ogura, et al. 1980) and grain 
boundary energy versus composition measurements (Westbrook 1964). 
These techniques will be discussed in more detail in the following 
section. 
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Indirect Techniques 
The earliest attempts to measure grain boundary segregation 
were performed by metallographic techniques.  These techniques 
relied on the segregant having a different etching rate than 
the surrounding matrix. This would give rise to the formation 
of ridges or grooves in the polished and etched section. A 
similar technique has also been used with transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) in which the segregation of carbon and nitrogen 
was detected in steel.  The segregated boundaries electro-chemically 
thinned slower than the surrounding matrix so they appeared 
darker in the TEM (Philips 1963). 
Another metallographic technique involves the examination 
of fracture surfaces. Samples which have grain boundary 
segregation and can be fractured along the grain boundaries 
may exhibit a striated or facetted appearance. This technique 
was used to study sulfur segregation in nickel (Loier an^ 
Boos 1981). 
Microhardness indentation have also been used to study 
segregation.  If loads of 50 grams or less are used, the inden- 
tations are sufficiently small to be able to compare hardnesses 
near or on the grain boundary with hardness far removed from the 
boundary. This technique is probably more useful in studying 
non-equilibrium segregation. 
Kinetic effects can be studied and used to give qualitative 
information about given boundary segregation. This usually 
involves the measurement of the rate of grain growth since 
segregating species will usually retard grain growth (Aust and 
Ruttcr 1960). Also, grain boundary diffusivities can be affected 
by grain boundary segregation and thus the measurement of this 
effect will give some qualitative data about the segregating 
species (^upta 1977). 
X-ray lattice parameter measurements have been used to 
detect grain boundary segregation.  If the solute element is 
segregated to the boundaries, the measured lattice parameter will 
be different than if the material is dissolved in the matrix. 
This is achieved by changing the grain size. Samples with large 
grain size will force the solute into the matrix because of the 
smaller boundary area while small grain sizes will drain the 
solute from the matrix (Westbrook 1964). 
Electrical properties may be used to study segregation. 
Fine probes have been used to measure the resistivity of grain 
boundaries in bicrystals (Mandurah, et al. 1980). By comparing 
these values with the pure materials, anomalies related to grain 
boundary segregation are observed. This technique is most 
commonly used in semiconductors because of their relatively high 
resistivity as was done in silicon doped with arsenic, phos- 
phorus and boron. 
The measurement of the dependence of grain boundary free 
energy on alloy composition is the only indirect technique that 
can be made quantitative. The addition of solutes which 
segregate can strongly reduce the grain boundary energy.  If 
the change in the boundary energy vs. the composition is known, 
the Gibbs adsorption isotherm may be applied to yield grain 
boundary excess solute (Seah and Hondros 1973, Gupta 1977). 
The major disadvantage to this technique is that it still does 
not identify the segregating elements.  It is most useful in 
binary systems in which tho solute is explicitly known. 
Direct Techniques 
Direct techniques involve the actual identification of the 
segregating species as well as quantitative measurement of the 
composition of the grain boundary. None of these direct techniques 
can satisfy all of the requirements specified above, but when 
used as complementary techniques, most of the required informa- 
tion can be determined. The three major direct techniques currently 
used are Field Ion Microscopy (FIM) with time of flight mass 
spectroscopy (also called the atom probe), AES, and STEM with EDS. 
The atom probe will satisfy the aforementioned requirements 
for the study of grain boundary segregation. This technique 
combines high resolution with the ability to identify individual 
atoms. An image of the grain boundary region will show bright 
or dark spots at the grain boundaries corresponding to the 
positions of the segregated atoms.  By field evaporation the 
atoms may be sent through the mass spectrometer and their 
identity determined.  The atom probe has some major technical 
disadvantages.  First, the grain boundary must be found by a 
tedious search using other electron optical techniques. The 
major drawback is that since segregation induces brittleness 
in many alloys and since FIM conditions introduce intense 
electric fields which cause stresses in the specimen close to 
the theoretical cohesive strength of the materials, many 
materials will fail at the grain boundaries. This limits this 
technique mainly to high strength materials and very dilute 
alloys so that the grain boundaries are not highly weakened 
(Chadwick and Smith 1976). 
AES has become an important tool in the study of grain 
boundary segregation because of its ability to detect small 
amounts of a species and high depth resolution. The analysis 
is carried out in a high vaccum after the sample has been 
fractured. The exposed fracture surface is then illuminated by 
an electron beam of 1-3 keV. Auger electrons are emitted by 
the sample which are of low energy and so only escape from the 
first few atom layers, thus it is very surface sensitive. 
These Auger electrons have discrete energies characteristic 
of the species they came from.  The Auger electrons are 
detected and displayed as sharp peaks in the derivation in the 
secondary electron energy spectrum. The primary beam may be 
focussed down to 100 nm in diameter but is normally 1-10 urn. 
AES has been used to investigate segregation in copper-bismuth 
(Joshi and Stein 1971, Powell and Mykura 1973, Powell and 
Woodruff 1976), in iron - 3 wt* nickel with additions of phos- 
phorus or tin (Doig, Flewitt and Wile 1978) and in iron-tin 
(Seah and Hondros 1973) amongst others. 
The main advantage of AES is its ability to identify the 
surface active specie or species on the exposed grain boundary. 
Recently, quantitative information on the amount of segregant 
present has been obtained through this technique. At this 
point, chemical binding information is not readily available. 
One disadvantage of AES is that since the primary beam size 
is fairly large, up to 10 pm, the Auger signal is an integrated 
response from the area illuminated by the beam. As a result of 
this it may not be possible to associate the segregating species 
with any particular feature on the fracture surface. The major 
disadvantage of AES is the requirement that the sample be fractured 
to expose the grain boundary. This limits the technique to those 
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systems in which the segregant causes greatly reduced grain 
cohesion. 
STEM with EDS which will be referred to as Analytical 
Electron Microscope (AEM) has been used to study equilibrium 
grain boundary segregation in copper-bismuth (Baumann and 
Williams 1981), and in iron-3 wt% nickel with phosphorus and 
tin segregation (Doig and Flewitt 1977, Doig, Flewitt and 
Wild 1978, Doig, Lonsdale and Flewitt 1981). This technique 
can be fully quantitative and identify chemical species of atomic 
number 11 or greater. STEM allows the grain boundary to be viewed 
at high magnification,and then by positioning the beam, which 
o 
may be as small as 20A, the chemical analysis may be obtained 
by detecting the x-rays emitted by the sample.  If a high bright- 
ness source, such as a field emission source is used, beam sizes 
of .3 nm may be obtained. However, the spatial resolution is 
determined by the spreading of the beam due to interactions with 
the sample. The advantages of this technique are that the boundary 
need not be disturbed, thus the technique may be used for systems 
that do not fracture intergranularly, the quantification of the 
x-ray data is easily achieved (Golstein, et al. 1977), and the 
boundary structure may also be observed.  Details of this tech- 
nique will be discussed later in this section. 
The disadvantages of AEM mainly involve the technique of 
specimen preparation and the x-ray spatial resolution.  For the 
11 
electrons to penetrate the sample, it must be thinned by some 
technique. These techniques may result in artifacts in the specimen 
Other difficulties are caused by the broadening of the electron 
probe as it presses through the sample. This causes the actual 
volume from which the x-rays are detected to be larger than the 
initial probe diameter. The AEM also provides no information 
on the chemical binding in the sample and is not surface 
sensitive. 
Segregation Theories 
This section will describe the theoretical attempts used 
to describe grain boundary segregation. Some of these theories 
were originally given in.the literature for gas adsorption 
onto a solid surface, but have since been generalized by the 
application of solid-state analogues. The simplest early theories 
will be discussed first. 
The simplest theory of grain boundary segregation is the Gibbs 
Adsorption Theorem, which relates changes in surface tension 
to a change in surface concentration. This is expressed as: 
dy = -SdT - Z I\ d u (1) 
where y  is the surface tension, S is the surface entropy, and 
r. is the superficial density of a component i which has a chemical 
potential of u. The solid state analogue for a dilute binary 
12 
system is: 
r =  f——— ") T f21 2    2.303 RT l3 lg Xc ; l > 
where r_ is the surface excess of the solute above the bulk 
level, Xc is the'bulk solute concentration and RT has the 
usual meaning. 
The iron-tin system was studied by both the grain boundary 
energy approach and AES measurements (Hondros and Seah 1979). 
The grain boundary energy as a function of bulk tin content was 
measured and the grain boundary enrichment was calculated using 
the Gibbs Adsorption Isotherm. These values were then compared 
with the segregation levels measured by the direct approach 
of AES. The main difficulty, with this comparison is that the 
grain boundary energy approach is only applicable to high tem- 
peratures while AES had to be conducted at a lower temperature 
because of the time to quench the specimens from higher tempera- 
ture was thought to be too long. The high temperature determia- 
tion of the grain boundary segregation fit very well to the 
extrapolated curve from the low temperature Auger data. This 
is shown in Fig, 1. This study shows the applicability of the 
Gibb's Adsorption isotherm to average high angle grain boundaries, 
The McLean model of segregation assumes that there is a 
single layer, a single adsorbate and no site to site interaction 
13 
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Figure 1.  Enrichment of tin on grain boundaries in iron 
as determined by the Gibbs adsorption isotherm 
and AES measurements. 
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(McLean 1957, Hondros and Seah 1977). The interface is assumed 
to have fixed number of identical sites which the segregating 
atoms can occupy and the filling of one site does not alter 
the probability of filling any other. 
McLean supposed that there were N undistorted lattice sites 
with P solute atoms distributed among them.  Also, there were 
n distorted interface sites with p solute atoms distributed 
among them. The molar distortion energy of a solute atom in the 
matrix sites is E and in the boundary sites it is e. The free 
energy due to the solute atoms is: 
G = pe + pn = RT In W (3) 
where RT In W is the configurational entropy and is equal to: 
RT In W = ln!N! - ln(n-p)!p!(N-P)IP!  (4) 
If the above equation for G is minimized the result is: 
P     P      rE-e, ,_.. 
— = ^ oxp [-^-1 (5) 
This equation may be expressed as: 
X,      X       E. 
exp [pd (6) 5^ -^   1-Xc "~r lRT 
o 
where X,  is the saturation value of I , X is the bulk solute 
content and E. is the free energy of adsorption at the grain 
boundary. 
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The main consequences of this theory are that the segrega- 
tion rises as the solute level rises or the temperature decreases 
at constant solute content and since McLean specified a fixed 
number of boundary sites, the segregation eventually reaches a 
saturation value of X,  which is about one monlayer. McLean 
describes one monolayer as all the appropriate available 
sites in a boundary filled with solute atoms.  In a 3 atom 
layer thick boundary, McLean assumes that 1/3 of the sites are 
expanded, 1/3 of the sites are contracted and 1/3 of the sites are 
filled.  In this case unit concentration or one monolayer would 
correspond to roughly 30 atomic percent. Other authors have used 
_2 
the practical definition that one monolayer contains a  segre- 
gant atoms per unit area where a is the atomic volume of the seg- 
regant.  The atomic size is usually obtained from the first com- 
pound to form between the solute and solvent. 
McLean's equation predicts that if a plot of log 
vs. T  is made the data should fall on a straight line. 
This has been done for many cases of surface segregation (Hondros 
and Seah 1977). 
McLean also developed a method for determining the free 
energy of segregation, E., by using elasticity theory to 
calculate the strain energy release upon segregation. For a 
solute atom of radius r, in a site of radius r , the elastic 1 o' 
energy associated with the solute atom is given by: 
16 
3 2 
F _ 24TT K Gr C ,7-. 
fcl   3K + 4G l  } 
where K is the bulk modulus, G is the solvent or matrix shear 
modulus, r is the radius of the solute atom in the lattice and 
£ = (r^r )/r,. This may give E. correct to within a factor 
of 2 (Seah 1980]. The approach is probably best when the atomic 
mismatch is very large as in copper-bismuth, since it omits 
electronic and valency effects in normal alloy formation. The 
difficulties of the McLean model are overcome by the truncated 
BET (Brunauer, Emmett and Teller 1938) adsorption model. 
The BET theory was formulated by using a fixed number of 
absorption sites with non-mutually interacting solute atoms. 
Using a statistical mechanics approach the following relation 
was derived: 
*b     *b E 
=r- exp [==] (8) 
Xb _Xb   X 
o - 
where E is an energy term at segregation and X  is the solute 
o 
molar fraction at the solubility limit. The use of the X 
c 
o 
is the major difference in the BET theory and McLean's Theory. 
For systems which have very small solubilities the above equation 
reduces to 
X  = exp C-E./RT) (9) 
c k 
o 
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where E. is the free energy at solution. Combining this with 
the BET equation results in 
K^ -  xc exP & W 
o 
which is the same equation obtained by McLean.  From these equa- 
tions it is seen that E = (TL-E.) which is the difference 
between the free energy of the first layer adsorbed and the free 
energy of subsequent layers adsorbed. 
For very low temperatures where the solubility limit, X  , 
o 
falls below the bulk concentration, X , the amount of solute 
c 
available from segregation is X .  From this we can write: 
co 
X—1^=  exp (^r) (11) 
o 
thus, the rate of increase of X, as the temperature is decreased 
is much lower than in the case where X < X 
c   c 
o 
Seah and Hondros (1973) observed this sort of behavior in 
iron-sulfur. As the temperature decreased the segregation levels 
increased rapidly, however, as the temperature fell below the 
point where the sulfur bulk concentration was equal to the 
solubility limit, there was a change in the slope of the segrega- 
tion vs. temperature curves. After this point, the segregation 
level rose slowly, approaching one monolayer of sulfur on the 
boundaries. 
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The full BET theory is used in systems where much more 
than a monolayer of segregant occurs at the grain boundaries. 
This theory allows for many layers of a single adsorbate with 
no site-to-site interactions (Brunauer, Emmett and Teller 1938). 
Iron-tin is one system which has been shown to have several 
layers of segregant at the boundaries (Scah and Hondros 1973). 
The solid state analogue to the BET theory was used to describe 
their results.  The BET theory may be written: 
D       X ,     y    -I    X o    c  _ 1  JSii  c n2, 
IT X -X " K +  K  ~ (12) b   c  c c 
o o 
where K = exp ( /RT) and X,  is one monolayer. 
o 
This theory assumes that the first layer of absorbed 
atoms have a free energy of adsorption of E, and the following 
layers have E..  Each layer does not have to wait for the 
Xc     Xc/ preceding layer to be finished. A plot of ■7—   vs.   X. (X -X ) AC        D c0 c 
will result in a straight line if this theory is applicable. 
Seah and Hondros (1973) found an excellent correlation between 
their data and the above plot. 
At dilute levels the truncated BET and the full BET 
theories reduce to the same equation which is: 
\       1_     exp (E/RT) 
*b " Xc "   X 
(13) 
c 
o 
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The term on the left is called the enrichment ratio of the 
grain boundary (0h). The grain boundary enrichment factor has been 
shown to be inversely related to the bulk solubility limit and may 
be expressed by: 
6b = (1 to 10) J- (14) 
c 
o 
This relationship is shown with experimental data in Fig. 2 (Sean 
and Hondros 1973, Hondros and Seah 1977).  Enrichment factors 
as determined for grain boundary diffusivities also follow the 
general trend (Gupta 1977). 
Segregation in Coppor-Bismuth 
Bismuth has been shown to induce grain boundary embrittlement 
in copper (Blazey 1927, 1931, Voce and Hallowes 1947, Samuels 
1949). The embrittlement has been attributed to the formation of 
thin films of elementary bismuth at the grain boundaries or to the 
formation of second phase particle at the grain boundaries. 
Hondros and McLean (1968) measured the reduction in grain 
boundary energy with increasing bismuth contents.  It was found 
that the grain boundary energy dropped off rapidly as the bismuth 
content was increased from 0 to .01%. Thus the driving force for 
bismuth segregation in copper was assumed to be the lowering of 
the grain boundary energies. 
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lO"a .10-J 
Atomic lolit] lolubtlity 
Figure 2.  Relationship between the atomic solid 
solubility and the grain boundary enrichment. 
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Voce and Hallowes (1946) used mechanical testing of notched 
bar impact tests and reverse bend tests to determine the degree 
of embrittlement. They found that annealing at 450 to 650 C after 
cold work was sufficient to embrittle the copper with bismuth 
concentration as low as .001 wt%. The embrittlement was attributed 
to the formation of elementary films of bismuth at the grain 
boundaries.  By annealing at temperatures above 600°C, the embrit- 
tlement was found to disappear.  From this result the solubility 
of bismuth in copper was determined to vary from .001% at 600 C 
to about .01% at 800°C 
Loicr and Boos (1981) used a scanning electron microscope 
to observe fracture surfaces of embrittled copper 1 wt% bismuth. 
Striations and faceting of the fracture surfaces was found to 
indicate non-equilibrium segregation in nickel-1 wt% bismuth.  This 
result was applied to copper-1 wt% bismuth which also exhibited 
striations and faceting.  From this Loier and Boos (1981) stated 
that bismuth segregation in copper was a non-equilibrium phenomenon 
in contrast to the conclusion of all other investigations. 
Auger Electron Spectroscopy has been applied to copper- 
bismuth alloys to determine the amount of segregation of bismuth 
(Joshi and Stein 1971, Powell and Mykura 1973, Powell and Wood- 
ruff 1976). Joshi and Stein used cast specimens with bismuth 
concentration of 3.8 ppm to .0091 wt%, which were homogenized at 
800 C for 1 day, quenched, cold worked 50% and then annealed at 
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550 C for 40 minutes followed by a water quench.  This 
treatment was found to embrittle the alloys. The alloy containing 
the highest bismuth content was found to have the highest levels 
of segregation to the grain boundaries. The alloy containing 
3.8 ppm bismuth was found to fracture in a ductile manner so no 
data were obtained. 
The AES spectrums were quantified by assuming a linear relation 
between the peak height and the surface concentration of bismuth 
which may or may not bo an accurate technique. The maximum grain 
boundary segregation found was 30 at* bismuth in the surface 
layers.  This indicated that a complete film of bismuth was not 
required for cmbrittlcment to occur. 
Sputtering of the fracture surface while monitoring the 
bismuth peaks in the AES spectra indicated that the segregation only 
extended a few atomic diameters away from the boundaries.  From 
this result and the small amount of bismuth found at the boun- 
daries it was concluded that this was consistent with equilibrium 
segregation. This result was also verified by Powell and Mykura 
(1973). 
Powell and Mykura and Powell and Woodruff also used AES to 
study segregation of bismuth in copper. The samples contained 
.02 wt% bismuth and .008 wt% bismuth, which were heated at 500 C 
for 24 hours. The maximum surface concentration of bismuth was 
58+1 at%. The grain size of the copper alloys was also varied 
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to determine if this would have an effect on the bismuth segrega- 
tion.  It was not found to significantly alter the amount of bismuth 
detected.  In this study both sides of the same fracture surface 
were analyzed and were found to have similar amounts of bismuth 
on both. This indicates the fracture path accurately follows 
the grain boundaries.  One interesting result of this study 
was the there was a significant variation in the bismuth 
content in different grain boundaries which was attributed to 
the structure and energy of the grain boundaries. 
Powell and Woodruff (1976) extended the study of bismuth 
segregation by using a AES with a high resolution primary beam. 
This allowed the measuring of single facets on the fracture 
surface.  The specimens were heated to 400, 500, 600, 700 and 
800 C for decreasing amounts of time. There were two significant 
results of this study.  First, the segregation levels appeared 
to be independent of annealing temperature, in each case the 
grain boundary concentration amounted to about 1 monolayer. 
This result is contrary to the theories of equilibrium segrega- 
tion. The other result was that the amount segregated varied 
from zero to greater than 1.5 monolayers with a maximum number 
of observations at 1.0 monolayers. At lower temperatures the 
histograms are much narrower than at the higher annealing 
temperatures.  This is contrary to the work of Seah and Hondros 
(1973)  on an iron - 1 wt% tin 30 ppm sulfur alloy which showed 
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that the amount segregated to the grain boundaries had a very- 
small deviation about the mean. This was attributed to the 
differences in the way iron and copper fracture at room 
temperature.  Iron can show cleavage fracture at room temperature 
whereas copper is extremely ductile and will not fracture in a 
cleavage mode. Therefore, in the embrittled iron, the fracture 
path selected only the most heavily segregated boundaries, and 
if there were no sufficiently weakened boundaries in an area 
cleavage fracture resulted.  Since copper cannot fracture 
by cleavage the fracture path followed the grain boundaries 
exclusively, thus giving a sampling of many boundaries with 
different structures and levels of segregation. 
Grain boundary segregation of bismuth in copper has been 
studied using Transmission Electron Microscope (TF.M) , STEM and 
AEM (Donald 1976, Donald and Craven 1979, Donald and Brown 1979, 
Baumann and Williams 1981). 
Observation on a copper .0115 wt% bismuth alloy in the TEM 
have shown that some grain boundaries exhibit faceting (Donald 
1976, Donald and Brown 1979). The facet lengths varied between 
20 nm and 600 nm.  Diffraction studies of the kinked boundaries 
showed no correlation between the faceted boundaries and the 
coincident  site lattice.  The faceting was attributed to the 
large atomic size mismatch between bismuth and copper. Even if 
the large bismuth atoms sit in intersitial sites on the grain 
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boundary, large strain energy will be associated with them for a 
general boundary. For certain boundary planes, large enough holes 
may exist that the bismuth atoms can occupy with very little 
associated strain energy.  These favorable orientations would 
correspond to the faceting.  The grain boundary area is 
increased by facet formation, so the grain boundary energy must 
be decreased by the boundary following these special planes. 
An attempt was made to utilize a dedicated STEM to study 
the segregation of bismuth in copper by Electron Energy Loss 
Spectroscopy (EELS) by trying to image in dark field the bismuth on 
the boundaries (Donald and Craven 1979). The use of EELS to 
study the segregation was unsuccessful. There was some evidence 
that certain contrast at the grain boundaries was due to the 
segregated bismuth. 
Doig, Flewitt and Wild (1978) showed it was possible to 
detect equilibrium segregation of phosphorous and tin in an 
iron-3 wt% nickel alloy using AEM. A technique neglecting beam 
spreading was also developed to calculate the grain boundary 
composition.  Baumann and Williams (1981) used a first generation 
AEM to study the segregation of bismuth in copper. The grain 
boundary compositions were calculated using a model in the effect 
of beam spreading through the foil was included and is shown in 
Fig. 3.  This model is similar to the one used by Doig, Flewitt 
and Wild (1978)except for the inclusion of beam spreading. 
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Profiles were taken across each grain boundary that had detectable 
levels of bismuth. These profiles showed that bismuth was only 
detected when the probe was placed directly on the boundary. This 
is consistent with equilibrium segregation. The bismuth con- 
centrations at the boundaries varied from 12 wt% bismuth at 873 K 
to 33 wt% bismuth at 773 K.  These values are comparable with 
Joshi and Stein (1971). The major problem associated with 
both Baumann and Williams (1981) and Doig, Flewitt and Wile (1978) 
studies is the small number of counts in the x-ray peaks and thus 
a relatively high error.  Higher brightness guns and smaller 
probe sizes should help to increase the amount of counts detected 
for the bismuth x-ray peaks and thus to reduce the error in the data, 
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy and X-ray Microanalysis 
STEM combined with liDS is one of the highest spatial resolu- 
tion techniques currently available for microchemical analysis. 
It meets most of the requirements for the study of grain boundary 
segregation except that it provides no information on the chemical 
binding present in the sample and is not able to detect elements 
of atomic number 10 or less. Also, AEM is not a surface sensitive 
technique.  Even with these two disadvantages, STEM can be used 
to successfully study grain boundary segregation. This section 
will describe the important considerations in applying STEM to 
segregation. 
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The STEM consists of a means of producing a fine probe and 
rastering this probe over a sample area, a means of detecting 
the transmitted electron signal and an EDS x-ray detector. 
A major consideration in STEM analysis of grain boundary 
segregation is the orientation of the boundary relative to the 
electron beam.  To maximize the signal obtained for the grain 
boundary segregant it is important that the boundary is oriented 
parallel to the electron beam. This is usually possible to 
achieve by using a goniometer stage and tilting the specimen until 
the image width of the gTain boundary is minimized.  Doig, Lonsdale 
and Flcwitt (1980) modeled the interaction of the electron beam 
with a planar boundary. Their result showed that boundary mis- 
orientation of up to 30 had little effect on the observed x-ray 
intensity ratios. However, as the probe size is decreased the 
amount of misorientation permissible decreases.  Fortunately, in 
a STEM equipped witli a goniometer stage it is possible to 
easily align the boundary to within 10 of the electron beam 
(.Doig, Lonsdale and'Flewitt 1980). 
X-ray microanalysis in the STEM is carried out by the 
application of the Cliff-Lorimer standardless techniques (Cliff 
and Lorimer 1975). This technique relates a ratio of x-ray 
counts to the concentration by a constant called a k-factor. 
This is usually written: 
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A  l,   A ,,_, 
where I. and I are the measured intensities above background 
for elements A and B, C, and C„ are the concentrations of A     B 
A and B in the sample and k.- is the k-factor for A and B.  K 
can be measured experimentally for a known sample and may be 
calculated approximately from first principles. 
Since equilibrium grain boundary segregation involves very 
small amounts of segrcgant, it is important to know the detecta- 
bility limit of this technique.  For element A to be detectable 
in a matrix of element B, the peak intensity I. is significantly 
larger than the background I. when b 
IA - I
A
  > 3 (IA)?i    iRomig 1979) (16)- 
The detectability limit (CDL) may then be defined as 
A h 3(2lV 
MMF = C. • 2— (17) 
where MMF is the minimum mass fraction for which may be converted 
to the detectability limit in weight %, C is the concentration of 
A 
A in the sample. Using a first generation STEM, Romig determined 
the detectability limit to be less than .5 wt% of nickel in an 
iron matrix. Attempts have been made to determine CDL theoretically 
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(Joy and Maher 1977). These attempts usually result in a CDL which 
is much too large, Joy and Maher determined the detectability 
limit of nickel in silicon to be 4 wt%.  Using this approach, 
Romig and Goldstein calculated the detectability limit of nickel 
in iron to be 4.8 wt°j.  The reason for the difference between 
the calculated values and the observed values is not obvious. 
The model used by Baumann and Williams (1981) was dependent 
on accurately knowing the beam spreading in the sample. The 
determination of the interaction volume of electron excitation 
is important in defining the spatial resolution in STEM. There 
are at present two techniques for doing this: Monte Carlo 
calculations and a simple analytical approach based on the single 
scattering model. 
Monte Carlo calculation have been used to calculate the 
beam spreading in thin foils. This involves the computer 
simulation of the electron trajectories.  For accurate results, 
a large number of electrons, typically one thousand, need to 
be simulated.  This technique is best suited for large 
computers or small computers with lots of free time (Newbury 
and Myklebust 1979). 
Goldstein et al. (1977) have taken the single scattering 
approach. The resulting equation for the beam spreading, b, is 
h 
b = 6.25 x 102 (£)  | + 3/2 (18) 
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where b is the beam spreading (cm) of a point source of energy 
E (keV) in a foil thickness t (cm) with an average density, 
atomic weight and number ofp (g/cm ), A (g/mole) and Z, respec- 
tively.  Since the incident beam has a finite size of d, the 
total beam spreading is given by b + d.  From this equation it 
is seen that higher acceleration voltages and thinner samples will 
result in a smaller value for the beam spreading. The validity 
of this equation has been shown by Romig (1979). 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
The object of this study was to determine the effect 
of time, temperature and grain boundary characteristics on the 
equilibrium segregation of bismuth to grain boundaries in copper 
using Analytical Electron Microscopy (AEM),  Due to the relatively 
small amount of bismuth expected to be detected in the analyzed 
volume, it is important to know what the minimum detectability 
limit is for the Philips EM400T with an EDAX EDS.  Thus, this 
study involved the preparation of an appropriate alloy for the 
determination of the detectability limit and also the preparation 
of copper-bismuth alloys for use in the segregation studies. 
Detectability Limit Determination 
Due to the nature of this type of study, it was important 
to determine the detectability limit of a solute in copper. 
In this study, copper-manganese alloys were chosen for this 
experiment. Copper-manganese was chosen because there is a 
fairly wide region where a solid-solution exists; there are 
no absorption or flourescence corrections to be made and there 
are no x-ray peak overlaps. 
The copper-manganese alloys were produced with manganese 
composition of 3.36 wt% to .33 wt%. The copper and manganese 
were weighed out to the approximate aim composition and then 
placed in an alumina crucible. The total weight of the melt 
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was usually about 6 grams. The charge was then melted in 
an induction furnace in a reducing atmosphere of argon and 
hydrogen (20:1). The melt was held at temperature for 5 min. 
and then allowed to slow cool. No oxidation was evident after 
cooling. The small ingot was then cold worked about 50% and 
then annealed and homogenized at 800 C for 3 days. This cycle 
was carried out until the thickness of the sheet was about 
250 pm. Three mm discs were then punched out and given a 
1 hr. anneal at 800 C.  The samples Were then mounted and polished 
and observed in the electron microprobe.  The concentration and the 
homogeneity were determined for each sample.  The bulk compositions 
as determined by the EPMA are shown in Table 1. 
These samples were ion beam thinned and observed in the 
microscope.  Various combinations of beam currents and spot sizes 
were used along with different concentrations of manganese. 
Preparation of Copper-Bismuth, Copper-Tellurium, and Copper- 
Antimony Alloys 
The copper-bismuth alloys for the segregation studies were 
prepared from 99.999% copper sheet 125 um thick and 99.999% bismuth 
for which the chemical analysis is shown in Table 2.  Disks 
3 mm in diameter were punched out of the copper foil and then 
cleaned by grinding on 600 grit silicon carbide paper 
followed by ultrasonic cleaning in acetone.  The bismuth 
was then evaporated onto both sides of the 3 mm disks in a 
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Table 1 
Copper-Manganese Alloy Composition As Determined by Electron 
Probe Microanalysis For Use in Detectability Limit Studies 
No. of measurements 
36 3.36 wtli Mn + .09 
30 .86 wtl> Mn + .022 
20 .53 wt?; Mn + .04 
10 .33 wt?o Mn + .09 
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Table 2 
Chemical Analysis Of Bismuth Used To Make 
Copper-Bismuth Alloys 
Concentration 
Elements Present Levels ppm 
Silver 1 
Copper <1 
Magnesium <1 
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vacuum evaporator. 
The disks were then encapsulated in quartz tubing and 
annealed at 400 C for 10 days to diffuse the bismuth into the 
copper. The specimens were water quenched by breaking the 
quarts capsules in water. The surfaces of the samples were cleaned 
as before, encapsulated and heat treated for 3 days and 12 days 
at 450, 500, 600, 650, and 700°C, followed by water quenching. 
The preparation of the copper-tellurium and copper-antimony 
alloys were done in a similar manner. 
Thin Foil Preparation and Analysis 
The specimens were prepared for TEM observation by grinding 
to 50 urn and then ion beam thinning to electron transparency. 
Ion beam thinning was used due to difficulties in electropolishing 
and to avoid electropolishing effects which could interfere with 
the x-ray microanalysis (Thompson, et al. 1977). The specimens were 
immediately observed in the EM400T TOM/STEM equipped with an 
EDAX 9100 x-ray analyzer and a low background single tilt specimen 
holder.  During analysis the samples were tilted such that the 
grain boundary of interest was parallel to the electron beam. 
This was achieved by minimizing the grain boundary image width. 
The direction of tilt was always toward the x-ray detector and 
the magnitude was always less than 15 to minimize any spurious 
x-ray signals as discussed in Appendix II. The electron beam 
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was positioned on the grain boundary and the x-ray data was 
collected for 200-300 seconds. A 5 nm spot size was used 
exclusively.  Specimen drift was minimized by always cleaning 
the specimen holders jeweled gimbal, keeping the anti-contamina- 
tor filled with liquid nitrogen and by allowing the specimen 
to rest undisturbed for at least 10 minutes before the analysis 
was started. 
The x-ray data were quantified using the EDAX thin film 
program which is based on the Cliff-Lorimer ratio method (Cliff 
and Lorimor 1975).  K-factors which are the proportionality 
constant between intensity ratios and concentration ratios were 
obtained through theoretical calculations because no suitable 
stoichiometric intermctallic compounds exist in the copper-bismuth 
system. The value for K„ „. was 2.7 for CuK and BiL radiation. Cu-Bi a      a 
The foil thickness was measured by tilting the foil after 
the x-ray analysis and measuring the separation of the contamina- 
tion spots on the top and bottom surfaces of the foils,  From a 
knowledge of the spot separation, the magnification and the amount 
of tilt, the foil thickness may be determined through geometric 
considerations. 
Analysis of Data 
Analysis of Grain Boundary Composition 
The x-ray signal was detected by an EDAX 20 take-off angle 
silicon detector which was attached to an EDAX 9100 analyzer. 
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The x-ray data collected using this system were analyzed with 
the EDAX SWTHIN program for thin film elemental analysis. 
The EDAX program uses background modelling to strip the back- 
ground from the spectrum and then the program models the peaks. 
This results in intensities for each peak. These intensities 
are then ratioed and used in the Cliff-Lorimer equation (IS). 
This type of analysis yields the composition in the analyzed 
volume of the thin foil. 
Even in thin foils the electron beam spreads due to clastic 
and inelastic scattering. This results in the analyzed volume 
being larger than the original beam size.  This is particularly 
important when analyzing a planar boundary where the analyzed volume 
contains the boundary signal and a large signal from the matrix 
surrounding the boundary.  The effect of beam spreading can 
be accounted for by the use of the model first described by 
Doig, Flewitt and Wild (1978) and later modified by Baumann 
and Williams (1981) to include beam spreading. This is shown in 
Fig. 3. The total interaction volume is assumed to be a truncated 
cone. The beam diameter is d on the entrance surface of the foil 
while at the bottom surface the beam has spread to b + d in 
diameter where b is the beam spreading as calculated by the single 
scattering model  and is shown in equation (18).  The total 
volume, V, of a truncated cone of this sort is given by 
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H— d—H 
b + d 
Figure 3.  Schematic diagram showing the model used to 
calculate the grain boundary compositions, where 
t is the foil thickness, d is the beam diameter, 
6 is the assumed boundary width and b is the 
beam spreading. 
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V = -LI (d2 + b d + \-) (19) 
where t is the foil thickness, d is the beam diameter, and b is 
the beam broadening (Baumann and Williams 1980).  The volume 
o 
at the grain boundary which is assumed to be 10A in width is 
given by VGB is 
VGB = 10 (d + b/2)    (Baumann and Williams 
1981) 
(20) 
o 
All the bismuth was assumed to be in the 10A thick boundary 
since the solubility of bismuth in the matrix is much lower than 
the detcctability limit of this technique. With the above 
information and the densities of copper and bismuth the weight °i, 
bismuth in the interaction volume nay easily be converted to 
o 
weight %  bismuth in the 10A thick grain boundary slab. This 
approach is easily handled by a small computer. 
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RESULTS 
A.  Detectability Limit Determination 
The alloys of Cu-3.36 wt% Mn, Cu-.86 wt°6 Mn, Cu-.53 wf; Mn 
and Cu-.3 wt% Mn were all examined in the AEM using various 
conditions for microanalysis. The results of the detectability 
limit study are shown in Table 3a-d. The data in Table 3a 
and b were obtained by counting for the time period needed to 
get 10,000 counts in the manganese peak. This was done 
to decrease the statistical error due to the number of counts. 
The data in Table 3c and d were obtained by counting for a 
specific live time of 200 seconds.  I  is the intensity 
in a 1.2 full width at half maximum (FWIM) window centered on 
the MnK peak.  I,  is the average background taken from two 
windows each of 1.2 FWIIM on either side of the peak. 
I -I,  is therefore the net intensity above background in the 
1/2 
MnKj, peak.  3(2 I. )   represents a 3o varability in the back- 
ground. Thus if I.^-Iu" > 3(2 I, ) ' , the peak is considered 
to be significant at a 3o~ level.  In all cases, the peaks are 
significantly greater than the background at a 3o level. 
B. Segregation in Cu-Bi 
Detectable levels of grain boundary segregation were found 
in at all temperatures in the Cu-Bi samples.  In each sample, 
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Table 3A 
Raw Data And Error Calculations For The Copper-3.36 wt» Mn Alloy 
° . A 200A Spot Size, 120 kV Accelerating Voltage, 40 uA Lmission 
ZMn 
-Mn 
b (I  - I
Mn) UMn   b J 3(2 lb)H D.L. = CMnX 
3(2 I )> 
(I - i^r llMn   b J 
11904 1995 +_ 189 9909 + 422 189 + 9 .064 + .008 
13769 2299 + 203 11470 +_ 454 203 '+ 9 .059 + .007 
10737 1860 + 183 8877 + 400 183 + 9 .069 + .008 
10547 1916 + 186 8631 + 394 186 + 9 .072 > .009 
ave. ,067 > .008 wt% 
Table 3B 
Raw Data And Error Calculations For The Copper-.86 wt% Manganese Alloy 
o 
For A 200A Spot Size, 40 uA Emission, 120 kV Accelerating Voltage 
JMn 
TMn 
b (I   - IMnl 
*• Mn  lb  J 3(2 I^V 
12073 4937 +■ 298 7137 +_ 358 298 + 8 
10808 4233 + 276 6575 + 344 276 + 8 
10073 4143 + 273 5930 + 327 273 + 9 
13516 5590 + 317 7926 + 378 317 + 9 
11761 2768 + 223 8992 + 402 223 + 9 
3(2 l£V 
^tn  ri    TMn,.  
w
" 
lHn " lb  } 
"  ~ -
J
°      ^o+8 .036 1 .004 
.036 +_. .004 
.040 +_ .005 
.034 +_ .004 
.021 + .002 
ave. = .033 + .004 wt% 
Table 3C 
Raw Data And Error Calculations For The Copper-.52 wt% Mn Alloy For A 
o 
200A Spot Size, 120 kV Accelerating Voltage, 40 MA Emission, 200 Sec. Count Time 
JMn 
Mn 
xb <XMn " •c> 
2414 1343 1071 + 98 
1698 1117 581 +  72 
3027 1813 1214 +_ 105 
1491 912 579 ♦ 72 
1572 1083 489 + 66 
2885 1803 1082 + 98 
3(2 r^)!i 
156 +_ 9 
142 + 9 
181 +_ 9 
128 +_ 9 
140 +_ 9 
180 + 10 
D.L. 
3(2 ijV* 
X 
"Mn "     _ Mn 
liMn   b J 
.077 + .014 
.13 + .03 
.079 +_ .014 
.117 + .027 
.15 + .035 
.088 +_ .016 
wtl 
ave. = .107 + .023 wt% 
en 
Table 3D 
Raw Data And Error Calculations For The Copper-.33 wt% Mn Alloy For 
o 
A 200A, 120 kV Accelerating Voltage, 40 pA Emission, 200 Sec. Count Time 
I Mn 
b XMn 
Mn 3(2 C''!   ■>•■..■<*,* 3(2 ■£V Mn 
tJMn -C> 
7000 5154 1846 +_  129 305 1 9 .055 +_ .011 
5807 4461 1346 + 110 283 i 9 .069 + .014 
1852 1364 488 + 66 157 i 9 .106 + .03 
3345 2591 754 1 82 216 i 9 .095 +_ .023 
9353 7062 2291 + 144 357 + 9 .051 + .009 
ave. = .075 + .017 wt% 
not all boundaries exhibited the same levels of segregation, 
especially in the highest and lowest temperature heat treatments. 
In all cases, due to the low amount of bismuth present in the 
bulk and the times of the heat treatment temperatures, the grain 
size was found to have grown larger. Thus the number of grain 
boundaries observed in each sample was quite small. This made 
for difficulties in trying to analyze a large number of grain 
boundaries at each temperature. Also, some of the boundaries 
in the samples were oriented in such a way that analysis of 
them was impossible in the single tilt low background specimen 
holder. 
One qualitative measure of the amount of segregation was 
made by observing the frequency of segregation at the grain 
boundaries. This means that if a number of grain boundaries, n, 
were observed in a certain sample, only X of these, where X^ n, 
would exhibit detectable segregation.  For the 12 day heat 
treatments at 550, 600 and 650 C, all of the grain boundaries 
examined exhibited detectable levels of segregation. For the 
700 C and 450 C, a smaller fraction of the boundaries exhibited 
segregation.  For the samples heated for 3 days only the 550 
and 600 C temperature had bismuth segregated to all the grain 
boundaries observed.  The 450, 650, and 700°C had a much smaller 
fraction, usually less than .5, of the boundaries with detectable 
levels of segregation. 
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Fig. 4 shows a typical grain boundary that would be observed 
in this type of sample. Note that the boundary is parallel to 
the electron beam over most of its length. The mottled contrast 
in the background is damage induced by the ion beam thinning 
technique. A typical x-ray EDS spectrum, which is a plot of 
x-ray energy vs. intensity, is shown in Fig. S, with the bismuth 
peaks easily observed. This spectrum was taken from a sample 
which was heated at 700 C for 3 days.  For all cases, x-ray 
spectra from the matrix showed no detectable bismuth.  This 
is consistent with the solubility of bismuth in copper which 
is about .002 wt% bismuth (Hanson and Ford 1927). 
Tables 4a-e shows the data obtained for the 3-day heat 
treatments. Tables 5a-e shows the data obtained for the 12 
day heat treatments. These tables also show the sample thick- 
ness obtained from contamination spot separation measurements, 
the weight % bismuth in the interaction volume, and the method 
used to calculate the error in the final grain boundary compo- 
sition calculation.  Fig. 6 shows a plot of grain boundary con- 
centration of bismuth vs. temperature for the 3-day and 12-day 
heat treatments. Only the 12-day aging data shows a trend toward 
increasing grain boundary concentration of bismuth with decreasing 
temperature. 
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Figure 4.  TEM micrograph of a typical grain boundary which 
has been oriented parallel to the electron beam. 
The mottled contrast in the matrix is a result of 
ion beam damage. 
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Figure 5.  EDS spectrum from the grain boundary region 
showing the clearly visible bismuth peaks and 
the copper matrix peaks. 
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Table 4A 
Data For Cu-Bi Alloys For Highest Average Grain Boundary 
Composition Heat Treated at 450 C for 3 Days 
O 
wtl Bi in 
Interaction 
Volume 
.285 
.414 
.513 
.544 
.340 
Sample 
Thickness 
o 
A 
2600 
3700 
3700 
3700 
3700 
Bi 
rBi 
932 697 
954 441 
960 438 
1033 600 
915 613 
3v2 
112 
89 
89 
104 
105 
238 
513 
522 
433 
302 
15.4 
22.6 
22.8 
20.8 
17.4 
I  -IBl 
Bi xb 
-x 100 
19% 
13% 
13% 
14% 
17% 
wt% Bi on 
grain boundary 
11.2 + 4.2 
27.08 + 8.3 
33.8 +_ 8.3 
36.03 + 11.8 
22.08  +     5.42 
ave. = 26.04  +    7.6 
Table 4B 
Data For Cu-Bi Alloys For Highest Average Grain Boundary 
Composition Heat Treated at 550 C  for 3 Days 
wt% Bi in 
Interaction 
Volume 
.353 
1.669 
1.156 
.685 
Sample 
Thickness 
o 
A 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
'Bi 
338 
188 
319 
480 
'1 
240 
86 
162 
312 
3v^ 
68 
39 
54 
75 
98 
102 
157 
168 
10 
10 
12.5 
13 
I  -IBl 
Bi Xb 
-x 100 wt% Bi on 
grain boundary 
37.5% 
30% 
24% 
23% 
ave. = 29.0 + 14.25 
to 
wt% Bi in 
Interaction 
Volume 
1.93 
.81 
1.09 
1.42 
1.42 
Table AC 
Data For Cu-Bi Alloys For Highest Average Grai 
rage Gram Boundary 
Composition Heat Treated at 600°C for 3 Days 
Sample 
Thickness 
0 
A TBi 
182 73 
3vT77 
«»i-'bM) • ^T 
2260 36 109 10.4 
2260 187 100 42 87 9.3 
2260 114 49 28 65 8.1 
2260 133 75 37 58 7.6 
2260 357 157 53 200 14.1 
Bl~x 10°   wt% Bi on 
'm-1; gram boundary 
29% 
32% 
37% 
39% 
21% 
73.8 + 41.3 
27.5 + 12.0 
38.2 +_ 21.4 
51.4 +_ 34.0 
51.3 + 23.2 
ave. = 48.4 + 26.0 
Table 4D 
Data For Cu-Bi Alloys For Highest AveraEe Grain Boundary 
Composition Heat Treated at 650°C for 3 Days 
wt'„ Bi in 
Interaction 
Volume 
.842 
.441 
.568 
.459 
.446 
Sample 
Thicknfcss 
rBi 
366 228 
^Bi-1 ■Bi) ■ b >  ' 
0 
A 3^2   I. b ^r^ 
2740 64 138 11.7 
3000 493 371 83 122 11.0 
1710 285 203 60 82 9.0 
2220 499 365 81 134 11.6 
3420 643 470 92 173 13.0 
X 100 
Bi  b 
Bi *b 
26% 
371 
33% 
26% 
23% 
wt% Bi on 
grain boundary 
37.5 +_ 18.6 
21.4 + 10.0 
13.0 +_ 7.9 
14.7 +_ 7.9 
26.1 + 11.8 
ave, 22.5 ♦ ll.o 
Table 4E 
Data For Cu-Bi Alloys For Highest Average Grain Boundary 
Composition Meat Treated at 700°C For 3 Days 
en 
wt% Bi in 
Interaction 
Volume 
.48 
.75 
.95 
.96 
Sample 
Thickness 
JBi 
217 155 
».i-'?> A^T 
3/1, 
JBi 
Bi 'b 
 fp—x 
L  b 
100 o 
A 3v/2 I. 
-b 
wt% Bi on 
grain bounda 
1130 53 62 7.8 38% 6.5 + 3.7 
2260 1460 922 129 568 23.8 13% 25.4 + 8.6 
2260 1819 1053 138 766 27.7 11% 32.8 + 10.6 
2830 2228 1236 149 992 31.5 10% 45.4 +_ 14.3 
ave. 27.5 + 9.3 
Table 5A 
Data For Cu-Bi Alloys For Highest Average Grain Boundary- 
Composition Heat Treated at 450 C For 12 Days 
in 
in 
wt% Bi in    Sample 
Interaction  Thickness 
Volume        o 
A 
1.97 
1.56 
1.58 
1.07 
1.37 
2220 
2300 
2370 
2370 
2370 
XBi 
2298 
2185 
2274 
1941 
2385 
I Bi 
916 
970 
1046 
1041 
1160 
2>\R I. 
128 
132 
137 
137 
144 
1382 
1215 
1228 
900 
1225 
37.1 
34.9 
35.0 
30.0 
35.0 
Bi b 
 gy-x 100   wt% Bi on 
rBi-Ib       grain boundary 
8% 
8.6% 
8.6% 
10% 
8.6% 
71.2 + 21.4 
58.6 +_ 23.0 
61.8 +_ 9.0 
39.8 +_ 12.5 
S2.6 + 16.2 
ave. = 56.8 + 16.4 
Table SB 
Data For Cu-Bi Alloys For Highest Average Grain Boundary 
Composition Heat Treated at 550°C For 12 Days 
wt% Bi in 
Interaction 
Volume 
Sample 
Thickness 
o 
A rBi 
1203 467 
UBi Lb  > Jl 
-iBi 
Bi b 
—frr—X 
-Bl 
I b 
100 wt% Ri on 
3N/2 Ib -I
U1 
Bi b grain boundary 
in 
1.62 1480 91.7 736 27.1 in 34.2 *_  10.9 
1.69 1750 1515 571 101.4 944 30.7 10% 44.6 +_ 14.0 
1.95 2020 2010 710 ' 113.0 1300 36.1 8% 64.1 +_ 15.0 
2.13 2280 2454 826 122.0 1628 40.4 7.4% 84.4 + 25.0 
1.8 2660 2623 980 133.0 1643 40.5 7.4% 85.5 + 22.0 
ave. = 62.5 + 17.4 
Table 5C 
Data For Cu-Bi Alloys For Highest Average Grain Boundary 
Composition Heat Treated at 600°C For 12 Days 
en 
wt% Bi in 
Interaction 
Volume 
Sample 
Thickness 
o 
A ■.i ■" 3^v c,r'bM)^r7 
Bi 5v/
^r7b 
Bi    b 
-x 100 - wt% JJi on 
grain boundary 
.86 1850 1078 575 102 503 22.4 13% 22.5 +_ 7.7 
1.10 2480 1633 778 118 855 29.2 10% 43.5 + 14.0 
1.12 2680 2002 940 130 1062 32.6 9% 49.7 +_ 15.5 
1.39 2890 2813 1192 146 1621 40.3 7% 76.3 +_ 20.8 
ave.   =    48.0+14.5 
Table 5D 
Data For Cu-Bi Alloys For Highest Average Grain Boundary 
Composition Meat Treated at 650 C For 12 Days 
in 
oo 
wt"» Bi in 
Interaction 
Volume 
.436 
.529 
.816 
.706 
.584 
Sample 
'll 
Thickness 
Bi b 
I  -I x 
A JBi ^2   I, b (JBi-J 
rBi 
h j ^b31 
100 wt% Bi on 
grain boundary 
919 681 
—.  
Bi  b 
  3440 111 238 15.4 19% 25.7 + 10.5 
3440 7S0 495 94 255 15.9 19% 31.5 + 12.8 
3440 1093 645 ' 108 448 21.2 14% 45.8 + 18.8 
3440 977 608 105 369 19.2 16% 42.8 + 16.4 
3440 880 585 103 298 17.2 17% 35.0 + 17.9 
ave. = 36.2 + 14.5 
in 
10 
Table 5E 
Data For Cu-Bi Alloys For Highest Average Grain Boundary 
Composition Heat Treated at 700°C For 12 Days 
wtl Bi in Sample 
icJ 
o 
A 
Interaction  Th knoss ZVl    Tr51 
volume             T     .Bi    /        „.  , Bi b 
JBi   Jb   W  Ib   dn.-lf1) JT~^      ~T ^T-Xl0°   wt% Bi on 
.75 
.77 
•
513
       2420     918 
Bi b       grain boundary 
1541
     
902
   518     97       384     19.6 
1980     981   666 
15%
        15.3 + 5.6 
109
      315      17 7       179 x/
-'
%
        21-.8 + 8.3 
651
    
I08
      267      16.3       m 
1,096
        
2860    1433   77A    ,1C 14J3   36    115      737      2? Q       m 
18.6 +  7.3 
53.1 + 17.9 
ave. = 27.2 + 9.8 
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Figure 6.  Bismuth concentration on the grain boundary vs. 
aging temperatature for 3 days and 12 days. 
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Special Boundaries 
In the Cu-Bi specimens some twin boundaries, low coincident 
site lattice (CSL) boundaries and facetted boundaries were 
observed.  These special boundaries may be considered to be low 
energy boundaries and therefore may have different levels of 
segregation associated with them. 
Twin boundaries which are also E= 3 CSL boundaries (Chadwick 
and Smith 1976) were extremely common throughout the samples. 
This is a result of the prior cold working and annealling that 
the material underwent. These boundaries exhibited no detectable 
segregation at any of the heat treatment times or temperatures. 
If two twins meet at 90 to each other, the intersection of 
these two twins forms another boundary. This new boundary is 
a I  =  9  CSL type boundary.  These boundaries always appeared 
to be selectively attacked by the ion thinning. This was also 
observed in other boundaries. The higher the bismuth concentra- 
tion on the grain boundary, the thinner the grain boundary region 
was with respect to the surrounding regions. This may be an 
indication that the Z = 9  boundaries did actually have bismuth 
segregated to them. 
Another CSL boundary was studied in the Cu-Bi sample heated 
at 450 C for 3 days. This boundary is shown in Fig. 7 with 
its corresponding diffraction patterns. The grain boundary is 
shown with contamination spots indicating the analysis points. 
The two diffraction patterns are of the same zone axis (013) type, 
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Figure 7.  TEM micrograph of a grain boundary close to a 
E=13 CSL relationship in a copper-bismuth alloy, 
along with the respective diffraction patterns 
from the right and left hand grains showing a 
76° rotation about the (310) axis. 
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therefore these have parallel {013} directions. The two patterns 
are rotated 76 from each other. A 76,6 rotation about an 
<013> axis results in a I -  13 CSL boundary (Chadwick and Smith 
1976). This is a fairly low energy CSL type boundary. The concen- 
tration of bismuth on the grain boundary was calculated to be 
19.4 +_ 9.8 wt.'i which is slightly lower than the measured 
segregation of bismuth to what is thought to be a high angle 
gfain boundary. 
Faceted boundaries occurred in some of the heat treated 
specimens. Very often these boundaries proved to be twin boun- 
daries and had no detectable bismuth segregation.  Occasionally, 
some boundaries were found to be faceted and not of a twin 
orientation.  Two examples of faceted boundaries found in samples 
heat treated at 450 C for 3 days are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.  The 
boundary in Fig. 8 was oriented such that the facet could not be 
tilted for analysis.  However, the grain boundary adjacent to the 
facet was analyzed and yielded 32.9 + 7.3 wt% bismuth.  In Fig. 
9, it was possible to tilt the sample so that both sets of facets 
could be oriented parallel to the beam.  This allowed microanalysis 
to be performed on both sets of facets.  The first and third facets 
in Fig. 9 yielded a grain boundary composition of 8.3 ^2.8 wt% 
bismuth while the second facet had a grain boundary composition of 
9.3 + 2.8 wt?6 bismuth. 
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Figure 8.  TEM micrograph of a grain boundary with 
facet in copper bismuth. 
a single 
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Figure 9.  TEM micrograph of a grain boundary with 
multiple facetting in copper bismuth. 
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Copper-Tellurium and Copper-Antimony 
Various heat treatments of the copper-antimony and copper- 
tellurium alloys were studied with the AEM. Grain boundaries 
in the copper-tellurium alloys showed no evidence of precipitation 
or detectable grain boundary segregation. However, certain 
boundaries showed evidence of some type of faceting and 
morphology indicative of segregation or early stages of precipita- 
tion occurring. This is shown in Fig. 10.  These boundaries did 
not yield any detectable segregation. Contamination spots are 
also visible near the grain boundary cusp. 
The copper antimony alloys showed no detectable segregation 
at the heat treatment temperatures and times used in this study. 
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Figure 10.  TEM micrograph of a perturbed grain boundary 
in a copper-tellurium alloy. 
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DISCUSSION 
Error Calculations 
Detectability Limit Calculations 
The detectability limit is defined as the minimum percent 
of a solute element that can be detected in a solvent element 
matrix. The detectability limit is chiefly dependent on the 
minimum peak to background signal that can be measured with 
statistical significance. A window centered around a peak 
location on a continuum background is said to be significant 
to a OS* confidence level if 
I - Ib > 3 Sc (21) 
where I is the gross counts in the peak window, 1^ is the back- 
ground in the same window and S is the standard deviation. If 
Gaussian statistics are assumed, 
Sc - CI ♦ lh)H (22) 
Since at the detectability limit I %   I. , then 
Sc = (2 lh)h (23) 
Thus the detectability limit is given by 
CDL - (3(2 y5* (24) 
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The detectability limit may then be calculated by equation (17), 
The counting error in the detectability limit data was 
assumed to be 3 S . Thus the error in the peak counts is 
3 »L. - I,  while the error in the background was 3 v 2 I, . 
The error in the bulk composition was obtained from the micro- 
probe data and is included in the error calculation.  This gives 
the final error a 95% confidence interval. The total error for 
the detectability level is then roughly 10% relative as shown 
in Table 4. 
Since in the system copper-manganese there are no absorption 
or flouresccnce corrections to be made and the system is single 
phase below 10 wt% manganese, the only other source of error 
is due to composition inhomogeneitics. The probe data shows this 
to be a very small effect. 
Segregation Studies 
The errors involved in the calculation of the segregation 
levels are many, complex and inter-related.  The major sources 
of error are in the counting statistics and in the determination 
of the sample thickness. 
The x-ray counting error was taken as 3 times the standard 
deviation of the number of counts.  Only the error in the counts 
in the bismuth peak was considered because the error in the 
copper peak would be very small, The error in the peak counts 
I Bl 
was thus 3 v I  - I  , Thus the larger the number of counts 
Bi   b 
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in the bismuth peak, the smaller the relative error in the counts. 
If the peak had 100 counts in it, the relative error would be 
—YQQ— which is a 30% error. However, if the peak had 10,000 
counts in it the relative error would be —. »■ ■»,»-  or a 3% 
relative error. The relative error for each data point is shown 
in the table.  For typical results in this study the counts 
in the bismuth peak were small. The relative error due only 
to the counts was no smaller than 7% relative, up to 39%, and 
usually averaged 20%. This is the largest sole source of error 
in these calculations. 
The error in the sample thickness creates large error in the 
final results, and has a complex interelated effect due to the 
calculations it is involved in.  The thickness is very impor- 
tant when calculating the beam interaction volume and the 
grain boundary slab volume. The error in the foil thickness 
was^ calculated using contamination spot parallax measurements. 
This technique was used in this case because of the difficulty 
in obtaining convergent beam diffraction patterns from these 
samples. Since the samples were freshly ion beamed thinned, oxide 
films were not thought to exist on the surfaces of these foils. 
Electron diffraction patterns also indicated no significant 
oxide layers present. The magnitude and causes of the possible 
errors resulting from using this technique of foil thickness 
determination are illustrated by Fig. 11. Note that the projected 
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Figure 11.  TEM micrograph of a grain boundary with con- 
tamination spots.  Note that the thickness of 
the foil as indicated by the grain boundary 
contrast is much smaller than the thickness as 
indicated by the contamination spots. 
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width of the grain boundary is much narrower than the projected 
spacing between the contamination spots on the top and bottom 
of the foil.  In this case the error amounts to almost 50% rela- 
tive. This is considered to be the maximum error with this 
technique.  In calculating the error in the grain boundary 
composition the error in the specimen thickness was assumed to 
average 15% relative. The 15% error in the thickness typically 
results in a 10% error in the final grain boundary composition. 
The proportionality factor used to relate x-ray intensity 
ratios to elemental composition ratios also introduces some error 
into the grain boundary composition. The k-factor used in this 
study was calculated from theory since it is nearly impossible 
to directly obtain a k-factor from bismuth in copper due to the 
high degree of insolubility of bismuth in copper and the lack 
of suitable stoichiometric intermetallic compounds. The error 
in the k-factor was assumed to be 10%.  This results in 10% error 
in the final grain boundary compositions. 
o 
The spot size used in this experiment was 50A.  The actual 
spot size may have been very different from this, but at this 
time there is no accurate way to measure the spot size, The 
microscope was operated under normal conditions that Philips 
recommends, so the spot size for the lens settings used was 
considered to be accurate. At high magnifications, details 
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o 
50-100A in size could be resolved; this gives an indication that 
the spot size was somewhere near 50A, A change in the spot size 
from 50A to 100A results in an 8% change in the calculated grain 
boundary composition. Thus, errors in the beam size are a 
minor effect. 
Errors may also be introduced by beam instabilities or 
specimen drift. These conditions were usually very obvious. 
If the beam oil the specimen was drifting, the count rate in the 
bismuth peak could be observed to slowly decrease. This was a 
result of the beam drifting off the boundary. Also, in some 
cases the contamination spots could be observed, and if they were 
not round points but were smeared out, the data from that analysis 
was ignored. Specimen drift was not a problem in the specimen 
holder and o-ring scat for the specimen holder airlock were kept 
clean and free of dust and grease buildup. 
Other minor errors were also introduced in the way the grain 
boundary composition was calculated, and the assumptions that 
were made in doing so. The beam spreading equation (eqn. 18) is 
not the most accurate way of calculating the interaction volume. 
Monte Carlo techniques are more sophisticated, but require large 
computers or long times on small computers. Since the solubility 
of bismuth in copper is less than .002 wt%, the matrix contribution 
to the bismuth peak is neglected. This is probably the case in 
copper-bismuth because no bismuth could be detected in the matrix 
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adjacent to any of the grain boundaries. However, for other 
alloy systems which do exhibit solubilities large enough to be 
detected in the matrix, the model would have to be changed 
to include this contribution to the segregant peak when the boundary 
was analyzed. This would involve changing the matrix contribu- 
tion to the mass balance used to calculate the grain boundary 
composition. 
Detcctability Limit 
The detcctability limit was intended to be determined for 
a specimen of reasonable thickness. Thus areas used for the 
analysis were chosen such that the foil thickness was between 
1000 and 3000A. This was the range best thought to represent 
thicknesses found in ion beam thinned samples. 
For the above mentioned range of thickness, the detectability 
limit was found to vary depending on the concentration of the 
solute in the sample and are shown in Table 6.  The raw data from 
which these limits were calculated are shown in Tables 3a-d. 
In Tables 3a-d, the detectability limit changes, along with the 
counts in the background and peak. This is a result of 
different specimen thickness for each analysis point. The 
higher counts in both the peak and background for any one 
concentration level correspond to thicker areas while the lower 
counts correspond to much thinner areas. The data with the 
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Table 6 
Detectability Limit As Determined For Each 
Alloy Of Copper-Manganese 
Solute Concentration 
Detectability Limit 
+ 95 Confidence Level 
3.36 wt% Mn 
.86 wt% Mn 
.53 wt* Mn 
.33 wt?i Mn 
.067 +_ .008 wt% 
.033 +_ .004 wt'i 
.107 +_ .023 wt% 
.075 + .017 wt-s 
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smaller number of counts always yield a higher detectability 
limit than those data with larger numbers of counts. This 
is a direct result of the x-ray counting statistics. From 
equation 17, it is obvious that as the number of counts in 
the manganese peak increases, the detectability limit will 
decrease. The variability in the calculated detectability limit 
can be attributed to the different thickness of samples used. 
Thus, it appears that the detectability limit may be minimized 
by counting for longer periods of time or by going to thicker 
regions of the sample to obtain more counts. Also, any other 
change in the operating conditions which will increase the 
number of counts will act to decrease the detectability limit. 
As a result the detectability limit can be minimized by operating 
at the highest accelerating voltage possible, using the highest 
emission current possible keeping in mind the severe decreases 
in filament life with increasing current, operating with high 
brightness sources such as LaB, or Field Emission Guns and 
finally the peak to background ratio may be increased by using 
a higher take off angle detector, 
Romig (1979) determined the detectability limit for nickel 
in an iron matrix. The study found that the detectability 
limit did decrease with increasing specimen thickness for a 
constant analysis time. The detectability limit for a Philips 
EM300TEM/STEM was found to approach .5 wt% for a 1500A thick 
specimen and 60 second counting times.  In the case of the 
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Philips EM300 STEM the maximum count time is limited by the 
carbon contamination which occurs.  In the EM400 STEM contamination 
is no longer a problem so the count times can be extended 
indefinitely only to be limited by the patience of the 
experimenter.  For this reason, 300 second maximum count times 
were used for obtaining most of the data. The data for the 
3.36 wt% Mn and .83 wt% Mn alloys was taken such that 10,000 
gross counts were in the manganese window. 
Theoretical attempts have been made to calculate the 
dctectability limit in STEM (Joy and Maher 1977).  The theo- 
retical calculations showed the dctectability limit for most 
systems to be an order of magnitude higher than for this 
study.  The study by Joy and Maher (1977) assumed that at 
the detectability limit Gaussian statistics no longer held 
and Poisson distributions must be used.  In the present study 
however, the peaks observed at .33 wt% Mn appeared Gaussian 
in shape and were easily observed.  For this reason, Gaussian 
statistics are believed to be valid near the detectability 
limit. 
Segregation in Copper-Bismuth 
The experimental data obtained for the grain boundary 
segregation of bismuth in copper is shown in Table 4a-e 
for 3-day heat treatments and Table 5a-e for 12-day treatments. 
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The data is shown in Fig. 6 as a plot of heat treatment 
temperature vs. grain boundary composition for both the 
3-day and the 12-day heat treatments. 
The data for 3 days aging show only a small variation 
with temperature. According to equilibrium segregation 
theory, the amount of segregation should decrease with 
increasing aging temperature. This is clearly not the case 
for the 3-day aging. The grain boundary composition has 
a maximum of 600 C. Above and below this temperature the 
grain boundary composition seems to be fairly constant. 
It may be possible that the 3-day aging is showing this 
shape due to the slow diffusion at low temperature and the 
lower thermodynamic driving force at higher temperatures. 
At higher temperatures the diffusion of bismuth is fast, 
but the driving force is small. At lower temperatures 
the thermodynamic driving force for segregation is large 
but the diffusion of bismuth is slower.  These types of 
conditions usually lead to a C shaped curve. These competing 
conditions would lead to the observed segregation behavior. 
If the copper bismuth system does exhibit equilibrium 
type segregation, the system should exhibit increasing 
segregation with decreasing temperatures. Since this is not 
the case for the three day heat treatment, the two choices 
are that equilibrium has not been reached or the system 
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does not exhibit equilibrium segregation. The large majority 
of previous published research has shown that the segregation 
of bismuth in copper is of the equilibrium type. Only one 
paper has indicated otherwise (Loier and Boos 1981), but this 
study was based on fracture surface appearance and thus may be 
classified as one of the indirect techniques which are subject 
to many errors and difficult interpretations of the experimental 
observations as discussed earlier (Seah and Hondros 1973). 
From the observed segregation levels it was assumed that the 
3-day heat treatment had not reached equilibrium. Thus, the 
12-day heat treatment was performed to ascertain if the observed 
segregation levels were significantly changed. 
The data from the 12-day aging is shown in Fig. 6 
adjacent to the 3-day aging data.  It is apparent that the 
longer aging time has changed the lower temperature segregation 
levels. The 700 C heat treatment shows little variation with 
aging time. This would be expected as the 700 C specimens should 
have reached equilibrium much quicker than the lower temperature 
heat treatments. The data for 650°C and 600°C for 12 days 
show only slight increases over the 3-day heat treatments. 
However, below 600 C, the 12-day heat treatment show much 
higher levels of bismuth segregation over the 3-day aging 
treatments. This would be consistent with the lower temperature 
3-day heat treatments not reaching equilibrium. The 12-day 
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heat treatments reach a maximum segregation level at 450 C 
of 56.8 +_ 17% wt% bismuth. The 550°C data showed 55.7 +_ 33 
wt% bismuth which is not significantly different than the 450 C 
for 12-days results. The above data indicate that the 450 C 
for 12-days heat treatment has still not yet reached equilibrium. 
This indicates that much longer times at 450 C would be 
necessary for equilibrium to be reached. 
Comparison of Amount of Bismuth Detected and Measured 
Dctoctability Limit 
The detectability limit determined by this study was 
between .033 +_ .004 wt% and .107 +_ .03 wt% of the solute 
in a solvent matrix. Thus it can be safely assumed that a 
detectability limit of .1 wt'» in a reasonably thin sample is 
readily obtainable.  If this value is compared to the wt% 
bismuth in the interaction volume as shown in Fig. 4a-e and 
Fig. 5a-e, it is apparent that the detection of this segre- 
gation is always significantly greater than the detectability 
limit. Thus it is safe to say that the bismuth peaks detected 
are statistically significant and within the capabilities 
of the AEM. 
The significance of the bismuth peaks may also be shown 
for a statistical analysis of the raw x-ray counts. As was 
stated earlier, a peak is significant to a 95% confidence 
level if it is at least 3 \ll  I, counts above the background 
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counts. The columns labeled I . show the peak counts for the 
I—BT~ bismuth; L line and the column labeled 3*2 I.   shows the 
a b 
minimum number of counts necessary for a significant peak. 
In all cases the comparison of the above1 two numbers indicates 
that all the bismuth peaks are significant to a 95% confidence 
level. This again shows that the bismuth peak counts 
are real and not statistical fluctuations in the background. 
Another way to determine the statistical significance 
of the calculated grain boundary composition is as follows: 
If it is assumed that a similar detectability limit cxtstcd 
for bismuth in a matrix of copper as for manganese in copper, 
the detectability limit can be used to calculate the grain 
boundary composition if the detectability limit was the weight 
percent of the bismuth in the beam interaction volume.  If wc 
assume an average specimen thickness of 1,000, 2,000 and 
o o 
3.000A, a beam size of 50A and a bismuth concentration of .1 wt% 
in the interaction volume the calculated minimum grain boundary 
compositions that could be detected with this technique are 
shown in Table 7. The values shown in Table 7 are well 
below the grain boundary compositions calculated from the 
experimental data. Again, the data prove to be stasticially 
significant when viewed in conjunction with the detectability 
limit. 
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Table 7 
Calculated Minimum Detectable Grain Boundary 
Segregation Of Bismuth In Copper Assuming A 
Detectability Limit of .1 »t%,  120 kV, 50A 
Beam Size 
Thickness 
0 
A 
wtli Bismu 
Interaction 
th in 
Volume 
wt'o Bismuth on 
Grain Boundary 
1000 .1 1.14 
2000 .1 
.1 
2.6 
4.7 
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Comparison of STEM Results with Previous Studies in Copper- 
Bismuth 
Many different techniques have been used to study the 
segregation of bismuth in copper. The indirect techniques 
will not be considered here. Auger Spectroscopy has been 
the most commonly used technique to determine that the 
segregating species was indeed bismuth and to determine the 
extent of this segregation. One other study has used 
STEM to determine the extent of segregation in copper-bismuth 
(Williams and Buamann 1980). 
Joshi and Stein (1971, 1972) used Auger Spectroscopy to 
study segregation of bismuth in copper as a function of 
bulk bismuth concentrations. This study used cold worked 
alloys which were aged for 40 minutes at 500 C. This heat 
treatment results in measured bismuth segregation of 15 wt°0 
for a bulk concentration of .0025 wt%, 45 wt%  for a bulk 
concentration of .0043 wt% and 56 wt% for a bulk concentration 
of .0091 wt%. The present study resulted in values of 29.5 +_ 
14 wt% for 3 days at 550°C and 62.5 ^17 wt% for 12 days. Those 
results definitely overlap the results of Joshi and Stein, 
however, direct comparison is difficult because the bulk solute 
level in the present study is not known. 
Powell and Mykura (1973) also used Auger Spectroscopy 
to study segregation of bismuth in copper. For a .02 wt% 
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bismuth alloy heated at 500 C for 24 hours and then cooled 
slowly they determined an average segregation level of 71 +_ 
4 wt%  bismuth with a high value of 82 +_ 1 wt% bismuth. A 
.008 wt% bismuth alloy was also studied and exhibited an 
average segregation level of 58.5 + 4 wt% bismuth with a 
high reading of 79 + 1 wt%. The data for the present studies 
12-day heat treatment appear to agree well with Powell and 
Mykura (1973). The shorter heat treatment is much lower than 
this study. The discrepancy may be a result of the sampling 
problems associated with the STEM techniques since the STEM 
only samples one grain boundary at a time, while the Auger 
technique averages over a large number of grain boundaries. 
Also, exact comparison of the present study and Powell and 
Mykura is difficult because of the different heat treatments 
and bulk alloy contents used. 
Powell and Woodruff (1976) used a high resolution Auger 
Spectrometer which allowed them to sample single grain boundary 
facets instead of averaging over a large number of facets. 
This study had two interesting results. Their results showed 
no increase in segregation with decreasing temperature.  In 
fact, as shown in Table 8, the segregation of bismuth tends 
to increase with increasing temperature. Also, the segregation 
levels determined by Powell and Woodruff are much larger 
than those found in the present study. The second interesting 
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Table 8 
Results Of Powell And Woodruff (1976) For Auger 
Spectroscopy Of Bismuth Segregates In Copper 
Temperature at% Bismuth on Boundaries 
400°C 80 +_ 25 wt86 
500°C 80 +_ 25 wtl 
600°C 100 +_ 34 wt"o 
700°C 100 + 37 wt°o 
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result in the Powell and Woodruff study was the large anisotropy 
observed from grain boundary to grain boundary.  This large 
variability is not observed in systems like iron-tin and iron-sulfur 
where there is little anisotropy (Seah and Hondros 1973). The 
explanation from the differences between copper-bismuth and 
iron-tin, iron-sulfur was based on the fracture modes.  Iron 
alloys are known to break both by cleavage and intergranular 
fracture.  In the iron alloys it was postulated that the fracture 
path only selects those boundaries with a certain minimum level 
of segregated species.  In between these boundaries cleavage 
fracture occurred.  In copper alloys, cleavage fracture 
cannot occur at all so the fracture path will follow the weakened 
boundaries and be 100% intergranular.  Thus the grain boundary 
sampling for copper-bismuth will be more random.  The present 
study also found largo anisotropies in the amount of bismuth segre- 
gated to the boundaries, which agrees with the Powell and Woodruff 
study and would tend to indicate that the variability is inherent 
in the copper-bismuth system since in the STEM technique no 
fracture of the sample is necessary. The anisotropy in the present 
study may also be an indication that the segregation behavior for 
any particular boundary is dependent on the local crystallography 
and grain boundary structure since these factors would affect 
the grain boundary energy. 
Baumann and Williams (1981) used a first generation STEM to 
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study the segregation of bismuth in copper. The instrument 
used in the study was severely limited by the low probe currents 
available and the short count times which were used because of 
excessive carbon contamination. This study found between 37 
and 12 wt% bismuth segregated to the grain boundaries with 
no differences apparent between samples heat treated at high 
and low temperatures. The calculation of the wt°6 bismuth on the 
grain boundaries involved the adding together of spectra which 
by themselves contained counts in the bismuth peak window which were 
not statistically significant to create a summed spectrum 
which did contain a statistically significant number of counts in 
the peak.  This technique is believed to introduce large errors 
which would make quantification of the data meaningless.  The 
main result of this study was that qualitatively, bismuth 
segregation could be detected with AEM, and that there was 
evidence that this segregation was sensitive to the boundary 
structure.  In the present study, each bismuth peak for each 
spectrum was statistically significant by itself. Thus no 
adding of spectra was done. This is thought to give more accur- 
acy and meaning to the present study results. The quantitative 
calculations of Baumann and Williams result in segregation levels 
lower than calculated in the present study, and drastically 
underestimates the error present. 
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Comparison of STEM Results with Theoretical Predictions 
The five major theoretical approaches to segregation 
in binary systems are the Gibbs Adsorption Isotherm, McLean's 
Theory, the BET Theory, the full BET Theory, and the truncated 
BET Theory.  The above theories are listed in order of increasing 
complexity. The Gibb's Adsorption Isotherm approach to descri- 
bing experimental results is useful if the indirect approach 
of measuring grain boundary energies is used. However, this 
is an indirect technique subject to all the experimental 
difficulties associated with those techniques. The BET based 
theories are useful when adsorptions greater than one monolayer 
are encountered. These theories are difficult to apply unless 
certain constants and energies at segregation are known. 
The McLean theory of grain boundary segregation is one 
of the easier theories to apply. There are only two constants 
that need to be known before application of this theory. The 
McLean relationship states: 
C^ = CQ exp(AGa/RT)/[l + CQ exp(AGA/RT)] (25) 
where C. is the solute concentration at the grain boundary, 
C is the bulk concentration and AG is the solute binding 
free energy between the lattice and the grain boundary. AG 
A 
is the associated solute-binding free energy difference between 
the grain boundary and the lattice sites and may be calculated 
from the equation: 
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AG  = AE  - TASA (26) A    a     A *- J 
where AE is the energy and AS. is the entropy change for the 3. A 
solute-grain boundary interaction. These may be determined 
from the temperature dependence of the lattice and grain 
boundary diffusivities in the pure solvent and the alloy. 
AS. and AE for bismuth in copper have been calculated and 
are 1 Kcal/mol-deg and 25.7 Kcal/molc respectively (Gupta 
1977). Using the above equation AG. was calculated and is 
shown in Table 9. The only other constant that needs to be 
known is the bulk solute level.  In this study, the bulk 
solute level was never measured so various bulk levels were used 
until the fit with the experimental data was reasonable.  This 
bulk level was 1 x 10  wt°6 bismuth, which is not 
unreasonable in comparison to the maximum solubility of 
'?'**■ -3 
oismiith in copper which is 2 x 10  wt%. The calculated grain 
boundary compositions are also shown in Table 9 for a bulk 
composition of 1 x 10  wt%. These data are shown in 
Fig. 17 along with the STB! results for the 12-day aging 
treatment. The 3-day aging data was not used because it does 
not appear to be in equilibrium. 
If the experimental data follows the McLean theory, a plot 
Xb       i / 
of In 7 7— vs. 'T should result in a straight line. Xb0 " Xb 
In this case, X, is the measured boundary composition and X^ 
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Table 9 
BG. As A Function Of Temperature For 
Bismuth In Copper (Gupta 1977) 
theoretical atomic 
Tempi 2rature AGA 
24500 
fraction on G.B. 
450°C 723°K .0164 
550°C 823°K 24100 .118 
600°C 873°K 24000 .23 
650°C 923°K 23900 .4246 
700°C 1023°K 23800 .8665 
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Figure 12.  The measured bismuth concentration on the grain 
boundary vs. temperature for 12 days at 
temperature along with the theoretical pre- 
dictions of the McLean Theory. 
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is the saturation limit on one monolayer. This was done for the 
experimental data for the 12 day aging treatment and is shown in 
Fig, 13.  The final point at 450 C was excluded from the least 
squares fit of the data because this point is believed to be out 
of equilibrium. The data do fall on a straight line with a 
correlation coefficient of .99, meaning an almost perfect 
linear relationship between the data. Thus, in this case the 
experimental data does fit McLean's theory bearing in mind the 
assumptions made. 
Special Grain Boundaries 
"Special grain boundaries" is the term used in this thesis 
to describe twin boundaries, CSL boundaries and faceted 
grain boundaries.  These boundaries tend to exhibit lower levels 
of segregation than non-special high angle grain boundaries. 
Twin boundaries were found to have no detectable segregation 
at any temperatures or times in the copper bismuth system. Twin 
boundaries may also be described as CSL boundaries with E = 3. 
This means that if the lattices on either side of the boundary 
were extended across the boundary, one out of every three atoms 
would share common sites. Twin boundaries are known to be very 
low energy interfaces (Hasson and Goux 1971) which would indicate 
that the boundaries would not show high levels of segregation 
if the segregation is related to a lowering of the interfacial 
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Figure 13.  The test of the applicability of McLean's 
Theory to the measured compositions. 
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energy, as shown by the Gibbs adsorption theory equation. A 
greater reduction in the total interfacial energy for the alloy 
would occur if the segregating species segregated to the high 
angle boundaries rather than twins and other low energy boun- 
daries. Some segregation may occur to twins but it is probably 
extremely small. 
A E = 9 boundary would result if two twins met at right 
angles to each other. These boundaries did not occur very commonly, 
and when they did occur, the boundaries always appeared to have 
been preferentially thinned away. Other studies have used the 
preferential thinning of the boundary regions on the matrix 
areas to indicate the presence of segregation (Philips 1963). 
This suggests that whereas E = 3 boundaries have extremely 
little or no segregation associated with them, E = 9 boundaries 
are of high enough interfacial energy to attract the segregating 
species. 
In one case a I = 13 boundary was studied.  E = 13 boundary 
results when both grains have common "^OlS* directions and are 
rotated 76° about that direction (Chadwick and Smith 1976). The 
£ = 13 boundary had a grain boundary composition of 19.4 +_ 9.4 
wt% which is slightly lower than the value for the 450°C heat 
treatment for 3 days (26 + 7) wt%. A E= 13 boundary 
would be a moderate energy boundary (Chadwick and Smith 
1976) and thus would have somewhat lower levels of 
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segregation. A more complete study would be necessary to 
determine positively a relationship between low E boundaries 
and the segregation level. 
The final special type of boundary to be discussed is 
the faceted grain boundaries. The faceted grain boundaries 
studied were of two types which are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. 
Fig. 8 shows a boundary with just one small facet while Fig. 9 
shows a boundary with multiple facetting occuring. 
Faceted grain boundaries excluding twin boundaries have been 
observed in copper-bismuth by Donald and Brown (1978) and 
Donald (1976).  Donald and Brown found no correlation between 
faceting and coincidence site lattice structure. The 
occurrence of faceted boundaries in copper bismuth was explained 
on the basis of the large size difference between the copper 
atoms and the bismuth atoms. The large size difference means that 
the atoms generate considerable strain energy whether they sit 
interstitially in holes in the boundary structure or substitu- 
tionally in the matrix. However, for certain boundary planes, 
large enough holes may exist for the large bismuth atoms to 
occupy them with little strain. These boundary planes would 
correspond to the boundary facets. Faceting of the grain boun- 
daries increases the grain boundary area, so the faceting must 
reduce the total energy of the system. In the present study, no 
significant difference was found in the segregation levels on the 
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different facets. This suggests that the facets may have the same 
boundary plane. These low levels of segregation tend to agree 
with the work of Donald and Craven (1979) in that if certain 
holes in the boundary structure exist, these would be a finite number 
of them and these holes would be rapidly filled, but not as much 
bismuth would be necessary to saturate the sites available 
thus resulting in lower levels of segregation. This result is 
in agreement with Bishop, et al. (1971) who stated that faceting 
became less pronounced as the impurity content was increased. 
This would indicate that the decrease in energy caused by the 
faceting is small and has little effect when the impurity concen- 
tration is high. To totally understand faceting and segregation, 
the misoricntation across facets and the boundary plane must be 
correlated with the segregation levels detected on that facet. 
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SIMtARY 
The detcctability limit of a solute element in a Cu matrix 
was determined by using solid solution alloys of copper-manganese. 
The detcctability limit was found to vary with thickness but 
averaged .07 +_ .01 for this study. This value is much smaller 
than those calculated from theoretical approaches. 
Assuming that bismuth in copper would have a similar detccta- 
bility limit to manganese in copper, a minimum detectable segrega- 
tion level on a grain boundary was found to be between 1.14 and 
4.7 wU. 
The segregation of the strongly segregating system of copper- 
bismuth was found to be easily detected and could be quantified. 
The grain boundary segregation levels determined were compared 
with McLean's theoretical predictions of equilibrium segregation 
and were found to agree well with theory.  The grain boundary 
compositions determined from the experimental data also agreed 
well with Auger spectroscopy data published in the literature. 
The segregation of bismuth in copper was found to decrease with 
increasing temperature which agrees with theory but not with 
some of the published data on the influence of temperature. 
The AEM was used to study certain special grain boundaries 
in the copper bismuth samples. Twin boundaries were found to have 
no detectable segregation associated with them.  This was 
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explained by the low energy these boundaries were expected to 
have. A I = 13 boundary was studied and found to contain a slightly 
reduced concentration of bismuth than other high angle boundaries. 
A much more detailed study is needed to show absolutely a correl- 
ation between coincident site lattice boundaries and low levels 
of segregation.  A similar study would be necessary to show that 
high angle boundaries exhibit the highest levels of segregation. 
This study would need to incorporate the diffraction data as well 
as the x-ray analysis data. 
Finally, faceted boundaries were encountered in this alloy. 
The boundaries had been observed previously and it had been 
postulated that these facets were boundary planes which resulted, 
in holes large enough to accommodate the bismuth atoms with 
little strain. The present study found that segregation levels 
on these faceted boundaries were extremely low, which would tend 
to indicate there must be a limited number of the large holes and 
that even when these were entirely filled, the boundaries did not 
contain as much bismuth as an average high angle boundary would. 
This study has shown that the detection and quantification, 
with statistical significance, of equilibrium grain boundary 
segregation is possible. Since the AEM can obtain both crystal- 
lographic as well as chemical information,these two areas should 
be combined to determine the exact nature of the correlation be- 
tween the misorientation across a boundary and the segregation 
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levels and the correlation between the boundary plane and the 
segregation level. 
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APPENDIX I 
Calibration of the Philips EM400T TEM/STEM System 
It is important to calibrate the many different operating 
modes in a TEM/STEM. The most important calibrations are magni- 
fication, camera length and rotation from image to diffraction 
pattern.  The EM400T is more complicated than other TEM instru- 
ments in that the imaging system consists of 5 lenses. To 
complicate matters additionally, the microscope may be run 
in diffraction, imaging or STEM modes. 
Care must be taken when calibrating the microscope that it 
is operated in standard conditions.  For this reason, it is very 
important that the height of the calibration specimen be set very 
accurately, and the microscope should be carefully aligned and 
the specimen accurately focused. To ensure that the hysteresis 
in the lens coils do not affect the calibrations, the normalized 
button should be pushed before the calibration photo is taken. 
This ensures that the lens always approach their settings from 
the same direction. 
The magnification was calibrated in TEM up to 220.000X 
magnification by using a diffraction grating replica.  Above this 
magnification other calibration techniques must be used. The 
magnification calibration is shown in Table 10. The STEM magni- 
fication was done in a similar manner and is shown in Table 11. 
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Table 10 
Comparison of Experimentally Measured Magnification 
in TEM Mode With .The Digital Readout For A Philips 
EM400T Operating At 100 kV 
Magnification Digital Calculated 
Setting Readout Magnification 
20 6,000 5,620 
21 8,000 7,310 
22 10,000 9,300 
23 13,000 12,150 
24 17,000 16,380 
25 22,000 21,170 
26 28,000 27,810 
27 36,000 36,720 
28 46,000 44,500 
29 60,000 59,040 
30 80,000 77,040 
31 100,000 97,200 
32 130,000 144,720 
33 170,000 177,120 
34 220,000 227,700 
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Table 11 
Magnficiation Calibration For A Philips EM400T 
In STEM Mode At 120 kV 
Digital Calcuated 
Readout Magnification 
3,200 3,420 
6,400 6,850 
12,500 12,960 
25,000 27,000 
50,000 54,000 
100,000 108,000 
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Most of the readings appear to be within the specified error 
limits. 
The camera length for diffraction studies must also be 
accurately known.  This calibration must be done in both TEM and 
STEM.  The calibration was done with an evaporated aluminum film 
which gave ring patterns. The lattice parameter of aluminum 
is such that calibration in TEM from 150 to 3200 mm was possible. 
Above this a larger lattice parameter would be necessary. The 
photos were enlarged 2 times to reduce the error of measurement. 
The camera length calibration for TEM is shown in Table 12 and 
the camera length for STEM operation is shown in Table 13, along 
with the calculated camera constants. 
The calibration of the image to diffraction pattern 
rotation is the most difficult of the calibrations. The EM400T 
must be calibrated for all camera lengths at the magnification 
where accurate selected area diffraction is possible. This 
calibration was done with the standard specimen commonly used for 
this work which is Mo0_. The crystals usually are flat with one 
long direction which lines up with the <100> direction. Thus 
photos are taken of the diffraction patterns and the images at all 
the magnifications.  In any TEM the diffraction pattern does not 
move when the magnification is changed. Thus in reality, only 
one diffraction pattern is actually needed. All of the camera 
lengths must be calibrated in this manner. Fig. 14 shows the 
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Table 12 
Comparison of Experimentally Measured Camera Length 
(And Camera Constant) With The Digital Readout For 
A Philips EM400T Operating at 120 kV 
Camera Length 
Setting 
LED 
Readout 
Measured 
Camera Length 
L (mm) 
Camera 
Constant 
XL (mm A) 
1 150 270 •9.45 
~> 210 283 9.92 
3 290 365 12.81 
4 400 482 16.86 
5 575 546 19.55 
6 800 779 27.88 
7 1150 1084 38.81 
8 1600 1530 54.77 
9 2300 2180 78.07 
10 3200 3411 122.11 
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Table 13 
Calibration Of The STEM Camera Length Settings 
For A Philips F.M400T In STEM Mode At 120 kV 
Camera 
Indicated Measured      Camera       Constant 
Camera Length (mm)   R (200 spot)   Length L (mm)  U (mm ^ X) 
72 
106 
150 
210 
290 
400 
575 
800 
1150 
1600 
2.6 146 5.30 
3.0 169 6.1 
3.75 217 7.8 
4.75 267 9.6 
10 562 20.3 
13 731 26.3 
17 959 34.4 
24 1350 48.6 
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Figure 14.  Image to diffraction pattern rotation for the EM400T 
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Figure 15.  Additional image to diffraction pattern rotation 
when operating at other than 800 mm camera length. 
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rotation with a change in magnification for 800 mm.  Fig. 15 
shows the additional rotation added by using different 
camera lengths.  From these two figures, the complete range 
of rotations are obtained.  In STEM, it was only possible to 
obtain the rotation calibration from steps 4-7 and this is 
shown in Fig. 16. 
These calibrations are expected to change by less than 2% 
as the microscope is operated as long as care is taken to 
align the instrument, set the specimen height accurately and 
focus the specimen carefully.  It should also be realized that 
the calibrations are only good for the particular instrument 
and should be performed for each individual microscope. 
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Figure 16, Image to diffraction pattern rotation for the 
EM400T at 120 kV in STEM. 
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APPENDIX II 
Effect of Tilting the Specimen on X-ray Quantification 
The detection of equilibrium segregation requires the 
ability to detect very low levels of solute.  For this reason 
it is important to get a better understanding of what happens 
when a foil is tilted in the AEM for microanalysis as is 
required by many of the currently available AEM instruments. 
The effect of tilting is shown in Fig. 17.  The Bremsstrahlung 
radiation distribution is an inverted heart shape.  If the 
foil is tilted the thicker regions of the foil should begin to 
intercept this Bremsstrahlung. This would cause additional 
flourescence of the bulk material and thus result in a higher 
concentration of the solvent in the quantified data. 
Two different experiments were attempted to measure the 
effect of tilt.  The first experiment involved evaporated gold 
films on copper grids which were examined at different tilt 
angles. The second experiment used iron-nickel thin films with 
a matrix composition of about 5 wt* nickel while precipitates 
were 50 wt% nickel. The precipitate composition was monitored 
as the sample was tilted. The gold film experiments were carried 
out in an EM300 STEM which had been modified to eliminate spurious 
x-ray spectra (Williams and Goldstein 1978) while the iron-nickel 
alloy experiment was done in an EM400T STEM. 
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Figure 17.  Schematic showing the distribution of 
Bremsstrahlung radiation below the foil 
specimen. 
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Figure 18.  TEM micrograph of iron-nickel precipitat 
used in tilting experiments. 
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Table 14 
Counts In The Copper Peak As A Function Of 
Tilt For A Gold Film On A Copper Grid 
Tilt Counts in Cu Peak 
30° 830 
35 1090 
40 1833 
45 2877 
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Table 15 
Precipitate Nickel Content vs. Tilt Angle For 
o 
A 1200A Thick Foil And A Precipitate Width of 
o 
1300A For A 120 kV Accelerating Voltage. Matrix 
5.3 wt"s Nickel 
Tilt Be 
o 
am Spreading A wt"i Ni 
0° 748 52.3 
10° 764 53.0 
20° 816 52.8 
30° 916 SI.5 
40° 1090 50.7 
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In the EM300, specimens must be tilted 20 toward the detection 
to alleviate a line of site problem caused by the detector-specimen 
holder geometry.  The probe was placed on the gold film away from 
the copper grid bars and the counts in the copper peak were 
monitored as the specimen was tilted from 30 to 45 toward the 
detector.  In all cases the counts in the copper peak increased. 
An example of this is shown in Table 14. The increase in the 
copper counts is believed to be caused by the copper grid bars 
being tilted into the Bremsst rah lung radiation distribution and 
not related to spurious x-ray signals. 
The second experiment in the EH400T was less conclusive 
than the EM300 experiment. The thinned iron-nickel foils 
were examined in the microscope and a suitable precipitate 
o 
which was through thickness and approximately 1000A thick was 
selected.  An example is shown in Fig. 18, along with a con- 
tamination spot.  The composition of these precipitates was 
then determined at different angles of tilt toward the detector. 
Table 15 shows an example of the results.  The foil thickness 
was determined by contamination spot separation. The beam 
spreading was calculated by the single scattering model of 
Goldstein, et al. (1977). The results from this experiment 
were inconsistent and very little changes in the nickel content 
were observed. Much more work is needed in this area to determine 
if there is actually an effect of tilt on the measured composition, 
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At the present time, no conclusive result has been 
obtained. However, it is obvious that tilting the specimen 
does have some effect on the measured concentration and the 
best geometry is a specimen of 0 tilt. 
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